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CHAPTER I 
I NTRODUCTION 
Statement of pur:oose .- - The pur p o ses of t his paper a re 
1) to discuss the p lace of discussion as a technique i n the 
secondary school · and 2 ) t o sugges t methods for using 
discussion in t he E:.r1.gl ish La n gu age Arts Progrsrr1 . 
Justification. -- Be cause discussion is being used in 
our democ:t>a tic i\.merican society, t he need to c onsider 
dis cussion as a vital social tool becomes increas i ngly 
apparent . As an inexperienced tea c her , t he 1:.rri ter feels 
t h e need to become better a c quainted with the use a nd 
techn ique of discussion in order to employ it more 
profitab1y in the c l a ssroom . And, be c ause discuss ion is 
dependent unon effective oral l anguage , it ca n v e r y 
suitably be made a more useful part of t he La nguage Arts 
r rogr am . 
Sc op e .-- Th is paper deals with group discussion; 
and therefore will include some of the skills classifi ed 
under s peaking a nd lis t enin r; in the Language Arts Program . 
It is pre s ented for the secondary school Engli sh tea ch~r , 
p rirn.a.rily , to help him re 8 ch the follmv-ing obj e c tives : 
effe c ting g rowth in the ability to organize thoug hts , in 
-1-
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the a bility to express i dea s clea rly and accurately, a nd in 
the a bility to g ive only pertinent c ontributions . 
Limitations .-- This paper does not deal 'irJith forms of 
discussion such a s the forum , debate , or s ymposium; nor 
does it dHell ·up on such ora l l anguage problems as diction 
and voic e control. Ho-vrever , i v.provement in these a re a s 
may ~-J ell be 1by-p rodt1Cts 11 of the principal objectives . 
The material in this pape r is b a sed solely on 
in.forma tion f1:.,om pa1nphl ets , books, a nd p3riodi c a ls; there 
is n o c onsidera tion of films , fi l ms trip s , or re cordi ngs . 
As the ide a s ·Hi t h in this paper have not been tried in 
the cla ssroom , they remain t heoretical. 
Definition of terms .-._-
Deba te: 
Discussion: 
Ii'orum : 
S}'l!lp osium: 
a ·s pecia lized· form of ora.l argument, 
conducted under definite rules of procedure , 
wherein both sides of a proposition are 
re presented . 
group deliberation, carried o~ t hrou gh oral 
discourse under the guidance of a leqder , 
'a iming at t h e co- operative solution of a 
problem throug h I'eflective think ine; . 
a -public discussion in the form of a panel , 
a ft e r Hhich the audienc e i s invited to a s k 
questions of the panel members . 
a groun of spee c hes on the v ~rious phases of 
a s ing le subj~ct-problem . 
Cfi.APTEi.l. II 
RESEAHCH 
Discussion in t he Educational Progr am y . 
11 In a 1-vorld brought closer together, a 
democracy He v.rant to prote c t and i mprove , a socia l 
environment that empha sizes our interrela tionsh i p s, 
a nd a Hork scene v.rhere we want maximum inf'orma tion and 
a feeling of belong ing and recognition, discussion 
looms as a basic and necessary tool in a ll our living . :r 
Modern America has pre sented so many needs for g roup 
d iscussion tha t the Araerica n respon sibility to use t h e 
discussion process is ever increas i ng . The t went i e t h 
c entury c onc ep t tha t t he vJorld is gl"o~r.Jing smaller i s tal~en 
for gr anted , and it is a ccompanied by a desire of pe ople 
t o understa nd each other a ll over the world . ·rhe United 
Nations is the primai'Y instrument in effe c ting 1wr l d wide 
understa nding . The United Not ions is as Hell t he bas ic 
syrnbol of t h e discus si on process by -vrhi c h He are try ing to 
effect t h i s world wide unders t a n din g . The trouble d 
1-vorld of the pre s ent day 1vi th its ma n y pr ob l ems and 
tensions ha s ms de it more essential t han ever to strive 
for the unders tand ing t ha t ca n come ab ou t only tl.1.roug h 
ijHarold P. Zelko , Successful Conference a nd Di scussion 
•re c hnique s, IVJ: cGravr- Hill Book Company , I n c . , New York , 
1957 , ~ 
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talking things over. That is why the average modern 
American must be given \vays and means to ac complish this y 
objective. ?} . 
"This is an age of communication. There is n o 
substitute for the discussion process in bringing 
about our objective of understanding through 
conrrnunication. Starting \vi th the United Nations a nd 
other major conferences on a world diplomatic level, 
we can follm..r through our · desire to understand and 
live with our neighbors •••• and an even more zea lous 
desire to keep informed a bout and participate in the 
affairs of our own democracy. This is reflected in at 
least three major areas; government and politics, 
social and family re l ations, and business and 
industry. " 
Because it is the aim of American schools to develop 
their pupils as citizens, as individuals, and a s wage 
earners; discussion, playing a part in the development of 
all three of these aspects , must be a part of the education 
program . If discussion is Lmportant in "government and 
politics , 11 it will be important in the training of the 
pupil as a citizen; if discussion is important in "socia l 
and family relations," it will be important in the training 
of the pupil as an individual; if discussion is important 
in "business and industry," it will be important in the 
training of the pupil as a wa ge earner . 
All parts of the educational program are related to 
Yibid., p . 11. 
g./Ibid., p . 6. 
and dep endent u p on each other, and are divided ca teg orica lly 
merely for · efficiency and ease of teaching . One part of 
the total educa tional p icture is the Languag e Arts fl1 o gram. 
The l a n gu age arts , thoug h all interrelated and i n ter-
dependent as is the whole of educa tion, are divided for 
purposes of efficiency and emphasis into four strands -
rea ding , VJr iting, spea king , and listening. Cutting across 
all of these stra nds with an emphasis on speaking and 
listening, discussion fits into the Langu age Arts Program, 
there to effect growth directly in speaking and listening 
as well as to fulfill a share in the aims of the total 
educa tional program . 
Discussion as a Form of Speech 
The term rr discussion 11 has been used to describe a 
form of speech for only about thirty years, although the 
techn ique itself dates back to antiquity. Within the last 
t wo deca des a l arge number of publications have appeared, 
seeking to define discus s i on, des cribe its types, and 
provide instruct ion for its us e . illnerica n schola rs h~ve 
been seeking to g ive a for.m a nd litera t u re to discussion 
beca use they recognize its t remendous potential in 
1/ 
America n democr a tic socie t y .- The Commission on the 
1/Andrew Weaver, Gladys Borchers, a nd Donald &mith , The 
Teaching of Speech, Prentice-Hall, Eng lewood Cliffs,---
New J ersey, 1956, pp . 318-319. 
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English Curriculum of the National Council of Teachers of y 
English has this to say: 
"Discussion is a signif:icant speech activity, 
involving processes of the utmost importance to 
democratic living. American society h~ s need for boys 
and girls and men and wo~en who can listen with open 
minds to the opinions o~others, sift f a ct from fallacy, 
modify their own vie-vrs in the light of ne"tv truths, 
state these views \-lith cla rity and persuasiveness , 
differ from others without rudeness, recognize elements 
of agreement , and help a group rea ch greater 
understanding or a conclusion that represents the best 
t,hinking of all.u 
The bnpetus behind the discussion movement has been 
provided mainly by teachers. Though today :people u ith many 
t ypes of occupations .'3uch as bus inessmen, labor leaders, and 
politicians \·.rish to become skillful in discussion, it Has 
the interest of teachers in discussion a s a tool for 
learniP~ and teaching that has started the specula tion of 
?J 
its possibilities. Discussion has met with univers a l 
approval of educa tors because they have seen that it offers 
many advantages to those ·preparing to become members of a 
democratic society. First of a ll, discussion is a pproved 
because it is a method of learning which emphe.sizes overt 
activity by the learner. Secondly, it is a valu able tool 
!/The Cow~ission on the English Curriculum of the National 
Council of Teachers of English, The English Language Arts , 
Volume I, Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., New York, 1952, 
p. 311. 
£/Andrew Weaver, Gladys Borchers, and Donald Smith, 
op. cit., p. 319. 
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of democracy in that it is the tool by which democratic 
persons and nations are coming togetl:;ter to r each 
understandings by talking things over . Thirdly, discussion 
has been recognized as the best method for solving certain 
types of problens. Problem solving is a particularly 
powerful sanction for discussion . Fourthly, discussion is 
an important form of speech in these times because through 
discussion the application of scientific methods and 
critical thinking to the ·problems of ,social groups has 
been made possible. Th~s is seen in the fact that the 
inquiry of discussion is directed toward discovering 
possible solutions rather than the advocacy of any one 
solution. And, finally, discus sion is approve d because 
it is a coopera tive a ctivity which is a form of' social 
11 behavior with a high et4ical status in our society. 
As a speech form uthe teaching of' .discussion has 
sometimes suffer ed f rom an exuberant faith in its virtues ." 
Discussion has been hailed by educators as a very 
worthwhile portion of the educational program, because it 
offers so many advantages to the student in a democratic 
environment; besides its value as a tool for solving group 
problems, discuss ion is esteemed as a speech form be cause 
1/Ibid., p. 320. 
yrbid., p. 346. 
?J 
it affords a 11natura l 11 , informal background for speaking. 
Discussion resembles conversation more closely than any 
other classified form of speech does, and conversa tion is 
the most natural speaking situation kno\~ to man. 
Discussion has been defined as "the conversation tha t 
results when members of a group gather to share their 
information and opinions on a topic, or to think through 
a common problem, usually under the direction of one of 
11 
their members v.rho serves as a leader." Yet this high 
approval of discussion has led to some undesira ble by-
products in the teaching of speech. In too many cases 
discussion h a s been substituted for other speech forms in 
8 
the speech program. The attitude that discussion is good 
tends to be accompanied by an attitude that other speech 
forms, especially debate , therefore must be bad. A little 
though t on this matter 1:li11, of cours e, reveal vha t 
various speech forms a re rnos t . suitable for v ar ious 
pu~po ses a nd situations~ Another undesirable outcome of 
the overexuberance in behalf of discussion is tha t not all 
attempts at discussion a re profita ble. Discussion a s a 
speech form is g ood only to the extent that it offers an 
i/n enry L. Ewbank and J. Jeffrey Auer, Discussion and 
Debate: Tools of a Democracy, App leton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 
New York, 1941, p. 289. 
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effective form of speaking to those groups who understand 
its uses, who have developed skill in it, and lvho have 
carefully prepared themselves for it. 'l'here is no i nherent 
or magical virtue in discussion any more than there is i n y 
other speech forms. Many "discussions" have taken pla ce 
in which no skills of critical thinking were being 
practiced, but rather the group mambers were talking to 
each other, voicing ignorant prejudices , drawing 
conclusions without adequate evidence, and failing to gain 
by what others were saying - if anything. Not until 
certain essential conditions are present ca n discussion 
emerge as a useful and true form of speech. These 
I , ?J 
essentials include : 
111. A group of persons confront a problam, 
v.rhich they have been able to identify and state. 
2. The group has plan.71ed a method of attack on 
the problem, an order of procedure, or an agenda. 
3. The purpose of the group is inquiry, to . 
search for a solution. 
4. The members of the group have assumed 
certain responsibilities. At the simplest level, 
this means that one mamber of the group Hill carry the 
responsibilities of leadership , and the others, the 
responsibilities for participation. 
!/Andrew Weaver, Gladys Borchers, a nd Donald C>mith, 
op. cit., p. 321. 
_g}Ibid., p. 322. 
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ns. There is interaction among the members of 
the group. They talk and listen to one ano ther , and 
make use of the thinking of each other, in their 
inquiry." 
This listing of essenti a ls does not include t he 
dynamic skills of critical thinking and oth er techniques of 
discussion, which, though they do not determine the 
existence or non-existence of discussion, help to determine 
its effectiveness and success. 
Techniques of Discussion 
F orm and technique vary somewhat from one discussion to 
another, but the pattern of discussion which is most 
wi dely used is based on John Dewey's well-known analysis of 
the complete act of reflective thinking. 
The phases of this analysis are: 
1. The realization of a felt difficulty 
2 . Its location and defini ti on 
3. Suggestion of poss ible solutions 
4 . Development by reasoning of the relevancy of the 
suggestions 
5 . Further observation and e xperimentation leading to 
the acceptance or rejection of the possible 
1/ 
solution.-
This process is similar to the processes 
1/Jasper Garland, Discussion Methods Explained and 
Illustrated, H. W. Wilson Company, New York, 1951, p. 31 . 
ll 
described by publications which analyze the pattern of 
discussion. To illustrate this similarity, the plan for a 
systematic group discussion recommended by Wagner and 
1/ 
Arnold - in their Handbook of Group Discussion is 
here described: 
11 Step 
Step 
Step 
Step 
Step 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Defining and limiting the problem-
question. 
Analyzing and evaluating the problem. 
Establishing criteria or standards by 
which solutions will be judged 
acceptable or unacceptable. 
Examining the consequences of each 
available solution. 
Selecting the preferred solution or 
solutions." 
Wagner and Arnold's plan for organizing group 
discussion includes all the pnases of Dewey's analysis 
except "realization of a felt difficulty." 'rhis is true 
because most discussions begin as the result of the genesis 
of a problem or question which itself suggests the need for 
discussion. The similarity between the form o f discussion 
and Dewey's pattern of reflective thinking points up the 
close relationship that e xi sts between discussion and 
reflective thinking . 
Many factors which determine whe ther or not discussion 
is worthw.Qi le. -- Many factors · determine whethe r 
or not the discussion will follow the recommended 
T7Russell VJagn.er and Carroll Arno.ld, Handbook of Group 
Discussion, Houghton Mifi'lin Company, Boston, 1950, p. 70. 
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pattern and prove to be a worthwhile experience for those 
involved. 
One factor.-- One very important factor is the 
discussion leader, whose significance and responsibilities 
are of particular importance to the present study and are 
therefore considered separately in a later section. 
Another factor.-- Another important factor is the 
physical set-up of the room in which tne dis cuss ion is held. 
Thi s factor is often overlooked; as it seems to be outside 
the workings of the discussion itself and therefore of 
little importan ce. Because an air of i n formality adds to 
the ease with which people speak, t he discussion can best be 
carried on in as informal an atmosphere as possible. Cnairs 
arranged in rigid rows so that discussion participants all 
face the leader and not each other, ·a noisy room in which 
participants cannot hear each other, or uncomfortable seats 
add tens ion to the group a nd thus detract from the 
discussion ' s poss ibility for success. An experiment 
l/ 
performe d by B. Steinzor - reveale d that the 
greatest frequency of interaction occurred among discussion 
participants who could see each other while they were 
speaking. Since max imum interaction in discussion 
1]B .. Steinzor, 11 '11 he Spatial Factor in Face to Face 
Discussion Groups," Journal of Abnormal and Social 
Psychology, (1950), 45:552-555. 
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is clesira bl e , because i t drav-rs a ll members to speal{ , it 
seems Hor thv-rhile to se '3. t members of 8. dis cussion group in 
su ch a f '3. shion th8. t everyone can see everyone else . Some 
sea ting a rrangements that have proved successful Hhen used 
Hith discuss ion group s are pictured below. These may be 
s. cl.<:,_pted i n order t o suit a pa r t icula r room a nd a par•ticular 
group . 
Le<J.d._r 
0~0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
00 0 00 
1/Henry El·rba n.'k and J. J effrey Auer ; op . cit. , p . 299 . 
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A. th:i.rd £.:acto!._• -- A third f'actor which might help to 
insure the succ e ss of' a discussion is the proposal of a 
specif'ic problem f'or discussion, worded as a question to 
which the group will seek an answer . The problem solving 
attitude gives purpose and direction to the thinking of' the 
group . To carry this idea through, the group should try to 
reach a consensus on the question rather than s ettling i ts 
11 dif'f'erences by voting. Principles may be settled by 
analysis, criticimn and modi f' i cation; f a ct must be resolved 
?:/ by f a ctual evidence. 
~ f ourth f~ctor.- - A f'ourth f'actor inf'luencing the 
success or failui•e of' a discussion is the preparation done 
by leader and partici pants. In preparing for discussion, 
impartial sources should primarily be consulted because 
participants .need f'actual informa tion. l1agazines and 
neHspapers are usually best for current t opics of' interest. 
Sometimes it is enough for membel~s to do some .thinking about 
the topic for discussion before the group meets. 
To prepare thoroughly for a lengthy discussion, 
preparation involves essentia lly f'ive phases: 
1. Organizing Ol~ thoughts 
l/William Utterback, Group Thinking and Conf'erence . 
Leadership: Techniques of Discussion, Rinehart & Company, 
Inc., New York, 1954, p . 18 . 
g/Ibid., p. 21. 
2. Gathering additional information 
Evaluating informa tion 
Reorganizing material 
Making a discussion outline 
A fifth f actor.-- A fifth factor is the need for 
general participation in the discussion. As has been 
mentioned a bove, the seating arrangement 1vill be of some 
help in this area . The leader also can do much to 
encourage participation on the part of the group members. 
15 
In the final analysis however, most of the responsibility 
for participation rests with the group members themselves. 
Often the informal practice of calling each other by first 
names encourages all members to feel at ease and speak up 
uhen they have something to say. Yet it is obvious that 
good discussion does not necessarily result \vhen every 
member does a lot of talking. The attitudes of the 
speakers and the listeners are very important, as is, of 
course , 1-rhat is being said~ A list of "Cooperative 
Discussion Techniques" developed by Professor William s . 
Howell of the University of Minnesota t akes into 
consideration qu ite comprehensively t he responsibilities 
that group members should accept in order to promote good 
general participation and thus better group discussion . 
~William Sattler and N. Edd Miller, Discussion and 
onf'erence, Prentice-Hall , New York, 19SL~, pp. 69-""8"5. 
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The cr iteria, divided int o tlu"ee categories - inforJ:nation , 
thinking, and cooperation - in the list are stated as 
questions so that they can be ansv-rered specifically by the 
group members as they discuss. 
y' 
11 Information 
Is the participant \·Tilling to sa y •I don't knowt 
"~;vhen he doesn't? 
Is his evidence ·pertinent and plentiful? 
Do other members turn to him for info~1ation? 
Is he able to supply information to supplement or 
test information contributed by other members of 
the group? 
Does the participant stay on the subject and make 
every reasonable effort to bring out all points 
of view and facts r elevant to it? 
11 Thinking 
Does the participant answer questions directly, 
specifically, briefly? 
Does the participant encourage critical 
examination of information he himself advances? 
Does the participant contribute one point at a 
time? 
Is the participant temperate rather than absolute? 
Can he put his finger on the essence of 
disagreement and clarify it to others? 
"Cooperation 
Is the participant Hilling to relinquish the 
center of the stage to others and hear them out 
fairly, but critically? 
Is there an honest attempt on his part to move 
toward a meeting of minds? 
Does the participant seem anxious to help other . 
group members? 
Is he willing to change his opinion Hhen change 
is justified? 
Does he follow, 1'11'illingly, the guidance of the 
leader? 
ijAndrew Weaver, Gladys Borchers, and Donald Smith, 
op. cit., pp. 328 and 329. 
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The concept of discussion as a cooperative enterprise 
implies that all members participate freely and on a basi s y 
of equality . If all members think of themselves in terms 
of Professor Howell's or similar criteria, an equal 
opportunity for participation will belong to every member 
and a more profitable discussion will thereby result. 
A Gixth fact o::."' .--· As discussion i s ~:fter all a fo rm of 
speech, it is L~portant to consider a sixth factor upon 
which the success of a discussion depends, and t hat is the 
speaking that takes place in discussions. "Good discussion 
speaking, having for its aim the communication of idea s, 
probably falls somewhere between good conversational 
gJ 
speaking and good public speaking . Though it is not the 
purpose of this paper to consider speech from a technical 
point of view, it is important to consider some general 
aspects of speaking here which are especially pertinent to 
discussion, and which are an important element of discussion. 
Good speech in discussion includes audibility, as it is of 
ultimate importance in discussion that everyone hears what 
everyone else has to say. Audibility , hov-rever, does not 
imply too much volumea A very loud voice, being unpleasant, 
might well cause tension in the discussion. Variety is 
1/William Utterbacx, op. cit., p. 17. 
g/William Sattler and N. ~dd Miller, op. cit., p. 231. 
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another desirable speech quality in discussion. Variety 
may be ach ieved in pitch of voice, rate of speaking , 
volume , and quality of voice. Very oft e n a meani ng t hat a 
discussion member cannot convey with words can be put 
across by using variety in his manne r of speaking . Energy 
and enthusiasm o f speech add much to the liveliness a n d 
interest of a discussion. Clarity is of the utmost 
importance in discussion speaking , as it can do mu ch to 
prevent di sagreements which arise through misunderstanding s. 
Fluency is a lso an important asset in discussion speaking. 
When a spe aker repeatedly hesitates it becomes di fficult to 
follow his comments and listeners become uneasy. 
Fluency in each speaker is helpful in keeping the 
discussion mo ving . Finally, discussion sp e akers do well to 
have adaptability of speech, for no matter h ow p rofici ent a 
speaker is in all other qualities of speech , he must be 
able to adapt these qualities to the particular speech 
1/ 
situation in which he finds himself.-
A seventh factor . -- Group unity and cooperation, a 
seventh fac t or important to discussion, has been cons idered 
last here, be cause in many ways it may be consi dere d the 
culminati ng factor i n a discussion group ' s success. 
19 
y 
"A discussion group is s.omewh9.t like a 
football team . Even though individual players on a 
team may each be an expert, even All-~1erican , unless 
the players coopera te, then they will be easily beaten 
by an opposing team made up of inferior individua l 
players. So, in a discus sion, even if all members are 
individually quite expert, unless they take part in 
real te~mwork, and strive together towa rd a common 
goal, the results are apt to be poor. 11 
?J 11 Not only is the group decision apt to be 
better if a group is cohesive, but also the memberts 
sat isfa ction 1...rith what happens in the group and Hith 
the outcomes of the group will be increased. 11 
Group unity may be a ided by all of the fa ctors l isted 
above, and perhaps most especially by the effective 
functioning of the discussion leader. 
1/Ibid., p . 191. 
?}Loc. cit . 
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Techniques of Discussion Leadership 
Though it has been seen that many factors are 
involved, much of the success or failure of a discussion is 
dependent on the leader. 
There are a number of important phases to g ood 
discussion leadershi~.-- The lea der 's job is crucial 
throughout the discussion; he must be active before the 
discussion begins and continue his activity until the 
discussion is concluded. Before the group actually 
assembles for the discuss ion , the good leader should have 
been considering some important aspects of the prospective 
discussion in order that he might be able to determine the 
necessary methods and preparations accordingly. Thes e 
a spects might include: the pU2'pose of the group; the issue 
to be discussed; the make-up of the group (age level, sex, 
socio--economic backgrounds, attitudes , interests, factions , 
animosities, 11 sore spots, 11 etc.); needs and interests of the 
group; knowledge of the problem under discussion; clear 
ideas for handling the discussion; physical conditions of 
the room; available amount of tbne for the discussion; and y 
the existing inter-group feelings. It is very desirable 
for the leader to be well acquainted 1r1i th the members of the 
group , as this makes for the friendly and informal 
!/Jasper Garland, op. cit., p. 28. 
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atmosphere that is so important to the functioning of 
discussion. Having thought through the problem to be 
discussed and considered the aspects of the discussion 
mentioned above, the leader is ready to begin the 
discussion. 
One phase.- - The first major step which must be taken 
by the leader is to open the discussion . In most cases the 
leader should make a brief opening statement to stimulate 
discussion and get it started. He should state the question 
and define its terms. It is sometimes eVen permissible for 
him to explain briefly what he believes important issues to 
.!I 
be. 
Though it is often enough for the leader to make a 
simple announcement of the problem to be discussed, mention 
some of its aspects, and then direct a question to s orne 
member; in some cases it is preferable to employ other 
methods. One that might be used is the ujoining in" 
method. By this method when general discussion is in 
progress, the leader gently brings the group around to 
the desired topic. This is an effortless transition 
to new material . The leader may al s o open the discussion 
with the "will you tell 11 method, in which he, 
1/Lew Sarett, William Foster, and James McBurney, Speech -
A High School Course , Hough.ton Mifflin Company, Cambridge 
1 947-;-P---241 . 
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having previously spoken to some member, says ni have just 
been talking to John Doe about such- and-such . John, will 
you tell us about VJhat you were saying? 11 John will 
doubtless be pleased (though surprised) and start off the 
discussion. The discussion may be opened by the 11 prepared 
sta tement" method . The leader prearranges with a member to 
open the discussion 'l:dth a prepared comment. This method 
tends to formalize and freeze participation:; so, if it is 
used, the comment should be brief, challenging, and 
suggestive of what to consider. The 11 tie-up 11 method is 
another way of opening discussion, asking for further 
questions, and guiding the thinking of the nelv problem from 
there. ~Vith the "striking case 11 method the leader begins 
1.,1i th a striking example relevant to the discussion and 
close to the experience of the discussion participants. 
'rhis method brings the participants into the discus sion by 
ll 
making the discussion more real to them . Persons respond 
more vigorously to a concrete dramatic situation than to y 
an a bstra ct sb_tement of the topic to be discussed. Humor 
is a variation of this method; tha t is, the leader might 
open the discussion with an appropriate joke or h~rnorous 
remark. Latest news developments might also be used in a 
similar manner , The 11 blackboardn method is another device 
!/Jasper Garland, op . cit . , pp. 32 and 33 . 
ijWilliam Utterback, 2£.!_ cit., p . 20 . 
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which the leader might use to open the discussion. By this 
method the leader may use blackboards, posters, charts, or 
maps to set the stage graphi cally for the discussion. It 
must be noted when using this method that the materi a ls 
should be removed or placed out of slght after the leader 
is t h roug h with them or they may receive continue d attention 
1/ 
and thus become a d istraction later in the discussion.-
A second phase.-- From the beginning and continuing 
t h roughout the discussion , the leader's attitude is a very 
important element in establishing conditions for creative 
thinking and expr es sion. A basic attitude of cooperative-
ness on the leader's part will do much to bring about a 
2/ 
cooperative attitude in t he di scussion participants.- The 
leader may seek to create this attitude in a number of ways . 
F'irst of all he should dispense with all unnecessary 
3/ 
formalities.- He is faced with the dilemma of freedom 
versus dicipline; realizing that to be creative the members 
must be free and spontaneous, unhindere d by h ierarchy and 
arbitrary rules. However , to be produ ctive and to protect 
t h e g roup against the excesses of the individual, there 
1/Jasper Garland, ~cit., p. 33 . 
_g/Ibid., p. 34 . 
3/Adult Education Association o f t he U.S . A., How to Lead 
Discussion, Adult Edu cat ion Association of the u.s .A., 
Chicago, 1956, p. 19. 
2L~ 
must be a certain amount of l aw and order maintained -
11 
informal and self imposed though it may be. The leader, 
then, n1ust recognize by the maturity and temperament of the 
group just how much formality need be required and decide 
thereby whether or not it will be necessary for members to 
sta nd to speak, address the chair, or raise hands to speak. 
The leader may also set an ex.g.:rnple of a coopera tive 
attitude by listening attentively to what each member has 
to say. If he listens carefully, the discussion 
participants are likely to listen carefully as 1.-Tell. 
~he leader may also help by putting aside a ny personal 
evalua tions of members t ideas that he may have. This liill 
br ing more ideas from the members ::\nd encourage the members 
themselves to evaluate each other 1 :. ideas. 
It is very important to the coopera tive spir it of the 
group that the leader avoid preaching and moralizing on the 
subject. This tends to make the leader do too much of the 
talking as well as to set up the leader's as the correct 
point of view, wherea s it is necessa ry for the grou p 
members themselves to reach a joint conclusion . 
Coopera tive spirit ma y be impaired if the lea der 
pushes members into participation before they wish to enter 
the discussion themselves. Tension, embarrassment, a nd 
yrtid., p. 12. 
hard feelings may result from such pushing. It is best to 
encourage a ll members to participate and let them decide 
y' 
from there. 
The successful leader is alert to encourage by nod or 
word the shy and diffident members ofthe group . ne may 
encourage these members by asking them individua lly for 
information he knows they possess, or by generally a sking 
for comments fram those who haven ' t spoken. lie a lso deals 
tactfully, though firmly, _"L·lith those Hho would otherwise 
monopolize the discussion. It is important that everyone 
1...:ith something to say be encouraged to say it, though, it is 
not necessary for every single person to t a l k in order to y 
have a go od discussion. Equality of participation being 
such a great factor in the group spirit of coopera tion, the 
leader should make every effort to keep all contribut ions 
short . Perhaps it will be necessary to catch some long 
t a lkers in so brief a pause as that caused by the necessity 
of catching a breath. Taking advantage ofsuch a fleeting 
pause , the leader may be able to insert a query such as, 
"That is an interesting suggestion; can we examine it before 
you develop your next thought? 11 By such actions the lea der 
ca n insure equality of opportunity for participation to a ll 
1/ Ibid . , p . 20 . 
g/Henry E.'!rrba nk and J. Jeffr'ey Auer, o-o . cit . , p . 335. 
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the members of the group and. thus encourage all members to y 
a ct on the same principle. He can set a good example to 
the group by making all of his own c om..rnents direct a nd brief, 
?:! 
sta rting right from his opening remark s. 
A third ph'Ot se. -- I t has been seen tha t the t-a sks of the 
discussion leader include getting the discussion sta rted and 
striving for a coopera tive spirit among the member s of the 
discuss ion group. A third and perhaps more difficult t a sk 
facing the leader is th--:1 t o.f kee p ing the discussion g oing in 
the right direction so that the group may arrive at some 
useful conclusions. Once the discussion is under1-·my , the 
leader must keep it concentrated on the pr oblem itself, 
Hatching to see tha t it progx•es ses and covers the ma in 
objectives sought by the group . Occas ional summaries by the 
leadei' indica ting Hhat has a lready been discussed a re 
helpful . 'l'hese summa ries must be brief and· accurate , n o t 
including material reflecting the op inion or perhaps 
wishful thinking of the leader. Included in these 
summa ries might be a resta tement o.f points of agreement a nd 
3/ 
disagreement. 
"A go o d summa ry draws attention away .from the trees 
1/Russ ell i'iagner a nd Carroll Arnold, op. cit. , p . 104 .• 
~Henry Ewbank ·a nd J. Jeffi'ey Auer, op. cit., p. 334 • 
..2/Jasper Garla nd, op • . cit., p. 2L!-· 
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as individual objects and invites cont6mpla tion o~ the 
y' 
~orest. 11 
A simple restatement o~ what has been said contributes 
little or nothing to the progressive development of group 
thinking; but the interpretive summary - that is, the 
summary that synthesizes what has been said and draws 
attention to the general judgment that must be made in 
arriving at any agreement on the true nature o~ the problem -
advances the inquiry because it draws attention to the 
y' 
meaning o~ what has been said.. Summaries generally serve 
three purposes. They check needless repetiti~m ·- , they · bring 
the discussion ba ck to its essentials, and they register 
points o~ agreement and disagreement . It is essential that 
these summaries do not play up a single point-o~-view, nor 
should they assume agreement where none exists. 11 It is not 
essential to good discussion that everyone agree •••• I~ 
the group has agreed easily, it probably means it has been y . 
doing super~icial thinking . 
I~ the discussion begins to lose direction, a 
trenchant question may serve to reorient the discussion.k/ 
1JRussell ~Jagner and Carroll Arnoll, op. cit., p . 102. 
S(Ibid., p. 103. 
2/Henry Ewba nk and J. Je~~rey Auer, op. cit., p. 335. 
~Jasper C~rland, loc. cit. 
.· 
It is, of course, necessary that the leader pose such 
questions tactfully. 
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Transitions are another device that the leader may use 
to keep the discussion moving in the right direction. 
Transitions, sometimes conta ining summaries, provide the 
bridges between one topic and t ha t i-rhich should be 
considered next. tihen the group is tending to overrefine 
its evidence and inferences, to lose intere st in some a s pect 
of the problem, or to stray from relevance, transitions may 
be used to hurry the group along. Questions such as 11 I.f, as 
we agree, this problem is an old and serious one, "tvhy doe s 
it persist? VJhy has it not been solved?" vlill often serve 
best as transitions. 
Leaders should remember, however, that to hurry the 
group fram one topic to another before a concensus has been 
reached, can destroy the progressive development of the 
discussion a s easily a s allm-ving the group to dmvdle over 
an issue after judgment has been passed upon it. 
A member who is ,: contributing an interesting but not 
immedia tely relevant suggestion and is thus steering t he 
discussion a stray may be asked by the leader to s ave his 
suggestion until later. This will help the other members 
to realize its irrelevance without of.fending or lessening 
the enthusiasm o.f the contributing member. Similarly, the 
diplomatic leader by using humor, indirect suggestions, 
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and questions may maintain relevance without destroying y 
morale. In a large group, when the discussion appears to 
be getting wild, the leader should insist on order. No 
matter how important it seems ~or the discussion to be 
orderly - and order is indeed important for pPogress - the 
leader must always be aware o~ the ~act that good 
discussion is lively and vigorous . Spirited conversation o~ 
a minute or two between certain members o~ the group may 
prove helpful rather than harm~ul i~ it does not g et out of 
hand. Such speakers shouldn't be called to order unless 
?J 
the group becomes boisterous. 
It is equally important that the leader in his e~~orts 
to maintain ~elevance and order does not rule out all 
philosophy and generalizing, because zest and interest a re 
added to the discussion by moving up and down the 
abstraction ladder ~rom the concrete and speci~ic to the 
3/ 
abstract and general. 
W' 11A theoretically minded chairman may 
overemphasize his outline and seem sti~~, complicated, 
or arti~icial. A too practically minded one may let 
the discussion dri~t and repeatedly ~or get the lvhole 
1Jibid., p. 36. 
gjLew Sarett, William Foster, and James Me Burney, 
op. cit., p. 243. 
2/Jasper Garland, op . cit., p. 40. 
~Frank Walser, The Art of Conference, F~rper ~ Brother s, 
ew York, 1933 , p. 85. 
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uroblem in his sensitiveness to the group 1 s i nMediate 
concern . !I 
Ah1ays, in his dilemma of f r eedom versus discipline , 
the leader must remember that one of his primary 
responsibilities is to guide the inquiry of the discussion 
a long its course from analysis to solution of the problem. 
Some of the devices, mainly those of transition and s~mm~ry , 
Here considered above to help the leader to carry out this 
responsibility; for helping to keep the attention of all the 
participants focused on the same topic or pha se of the 
problem a t the same time is not a simple t a sk. Sometimes 
irrelevant comments or topics are introduced v.Jhen no 
summary or transition Hould be appropriate . In such 
circumstances the leader must restore relevance and 
forestall loss of tbne by gently but firmly insisting that 
participants shmv the relationship between dubious 
contributions and the problem or topic actually under 
discussion. An illustra tion of this ,type of procedure 
occurred during a high s chool discussion concerning the 
financing of higher education in America. VJhen group 
progress Has interrupted by a long comment on the 
inadequacies of high school training, the discussion lea der 
a sked 11 I think you may be ql:lite right, but do you think that 
the financial position of our colleges would be improved if 
their students were better trained in the secondary schools? 11 
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The participant who had made the irrelevant comment sensed 
that he had drifted from the main course of the 
investigation as soon a s he tried to ans-.;..rer the leader 1 s y 
question. Questions of this sort restore relevance 
without embarrassing the partici pants and without 
discouraging them from subsequent participation. 
Further:.more , it is al~rays possible that a contribution , 
suspected of irrelevance by the discussion leader, is 
actually pertinent; thus the leader's questions may further 
serve the purpose of the discussion by bringing to light 
thoughts and information which would be overlooked if a full 
explanation were not demanded. The discussion leader is 
only a guide; therefore it is only after all other methods 
have failed and the best interests of the group cannot be 
served in any other way that the leader should take upon 
himself the responsibility of ruling upon the relevance of 
ideas and comments. 
A f ourth phase .-- Anot her duty of the discussion 
lea der is to help his group mature a s discussion 
participants . In order to accomplish this the leader 
should assist the group to accept responsibility for its 
own decisions rather than doing the thinking and planning 
for the group himself. While doing this, the leader is in 
1/Russell Wagner and Carroll AI"nold , op. cit., pp. 1 0~.- 105 . 
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reality placing the responsibility of the group process y . 
back on the group . The leader may feel more at eas e 1.·1hen 
he is speaking himself, but the more the leader says, the 
more the members depend upon him to carry the responsibility 
for the discussion alone. It is important in carrying out 
this idea that the leader avoid having preconceptions as to 
the exact manner in which the discussion should begin. · 
Because it is easier to be led completely by the leader, the 
participants Hill. gladly accept the ideas ofprocedure set 
forth by the leader without offering any of their ovm. The 
leader should therefore plan his opening remarks so that 
they 'tvill encourage su~estions from the group before he 
offers any of his mm. If the leader says some t hing like 
11 The problem is nm-v before you. Does anyone have anything 
to say? 11 it is highly unlikely that anyone Hill speak up. 
The leader 's tone here should convey rather his at titude 
that there Hon 1 t even be time available for all the 
. suggestions that could be made, beca\lse there are so many. 
A fifth phase.-- If, in the course o~he discussion, 
I 
]/ 
the group overlooks any significant points, it is up to the 
l eader to see that they are brought to the group's 
!/Ja sper Garland, op. cit., p . 25 . 
g/Adult Educa tion Association of the U.S. A., op. cit~, p . 39. 
2/Henry Ewbank and J. Jeffrey Auer, op. cit., p . 336. 
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attention. A few well-directed questions often suffice to 
accomplish this. The same thing holds true where the group 
lacks same necessary information for its discussion. 
Either the lea der m~y supply it or he may appoint a 
committee to be responsible for the information at a later y 
meeting. As the discussion leader himself is frequently 
the chief source cf info1~1ation for the group , he should 
make provisions in advance to have the necessary 
- gj 
inforrnation available. 
A sixth phase.•- Dea ling with differences of opinion 
is still another duty of the discussion leader. He must 
distinguish between honest differences of opinion and 
personal quarrels, handling each accordingly. If members 
differ it is usually a result of one of the following 
situations: they are in possession of different f acts or 
are mistaken in their information; they have differen t ends 
in view; they interpret the f a cts differently ; they are 
personally incompatible and wish to remain so. If a 
discussion of facts, values, and interpretations does not 
bring to light the cause of disagreement, the conflict is 
probably p ersonal. This being the case, the best the 
YLew Sarett, >,.Jilliam Foster, and J ames Hc Burney, 
op. cit., p. 242. 
?_/William Utterback, op. cit., p . 25 . 
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y' 
leader can do is move on to other matters . 
The discussion leader might be able to avoid nu.merous 
disagreements before they even arise by asking m~1bers for 
clarification of vague or loose terms a nd sta tements 1r1hen 
they are likely to cause confusion or differences of 
opinion. The leader might also aid by intervening in c a ses 
of misunderstanding, misinterpretation, or misquotation or 
lilhen angry passions arise, endangering reflective thinking . 
The discussion leader must be more than a peacemaker or a 
cla rifier in this respect . He must be able to pla ce the 
groupts purposes above persona l purposes in the minds of 
2/ 
all the group members.-
A seventh phase .-- The final responsibility of the 
discussion leader is closing the discussion. He must 
ahv-ays remember to close the discussion before it dies . 
A br'ief summary is in order•, stating points of agreement 
and disagreement, progress made in the dis cussion , 
highlights of ideas discussed, and elements of the 
discussion that require further thought , study, a nd 
2.1 
c ons idera tion. These closing remarks should be sprightly, 
interesting , brief, and to the p oint. By means of a g ood 
!7Lew Sarett, William Foster , and J ames McBurney, 
op. cit., p. 243 . 
g/~ussell Wagner and Carroll Arnold, op . cit., pp . 105-106. 
J/Jasper Garland, ~P · cit., p . 37. 
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closing summary the discussion leader can orten cause the 
group to realize that it has gone rurther into the problem 
and agreed on more issues than any individual had realized. 
CHAPTER II I 
DISCUSSION IN THE LANGUAGE ARTS PROGRAM 
Discussion serves two main learning purposes in the 
Language Arts Program: discussion is learned as a use~ul 
~orra o~ speech; and discussion is used as a learning tool 
to gain knm..rledge and intellectual skills, especially in the 
literature ~ield* Both of these learning purposes can b e 
served simultaneously, as soon as the class has ma stered 
basic discussion techniques . 
The research pre sented in the preceding chapter Ha s 
selected in terms o~ its usefulness ~or the high school 
English teacher in helping to make discussion a successful 
part of his Language Arts Program, and the ideas contained 
in Chapter Three a re based on an application of this 
research to the .English classroom . A consideration of the 
research presented makes evident the fact that the tea cher 
h a s two ma jor responsibilities regarding classroom 
discussion . First of all, he must master the techniques a n d 
skills of an effective discus s ion leader; and secondly, he 
must help his students to master tech_niques a nd skills of 
able discussion participants , as it i s recognized that b oth 
a re essential to g ood discussion. The techniques ~or both 
- 36-
discussion leadership a nd participation as considered in 
Chapter Two, may in mos t cases be directly applied to the 
classroom discussion situation. 
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It would be well to note here that the teacher should 
generally assume the responsibility of the discussion 
leader himself, rather than allotting it to one student 
lea der or rotation of student leadePs. The complex_ty of 
an effective discussion leader's tasks and the importance 
of the leader in creating a successful discussion indicate 
that the teacher is most fitted for this role. Discretion 
should be employed here, of course, but it is generally 
true ttr~t a student leader, rather tha n really l eading a 
discussionj merely 11 c a lls on 11 different students in the 
class; and thereby the discussion is robbed of one of its 
most vital elements .. (This does not mean to i mply the 
inadvisability of student leaders for other group projects ~ 
in the classroom.) If the teacher decides to make use of 
of student leaders, these student leaders should be 
rigorously coached befoPehand; otherwise a series of 
lifeless or directionless discussions led by imcompetent 
student leaders might 1o1ell break the faith of the entire 
class in discussion as a worthv.rhile form of speech. 
The leader 1 s first objective v.rhen teaching discussion 
is t o get the students into the actual practice of the 
discussion method. This is accomplished by employing 
discussion techniques in the classroom vlith a minimum 
consideration of theory. Though the instruction of 
discussion, like that of· all speech forms, is largely 
inductive, some initial theory is important and imperative. 
Without some initial specific instruction, student's first 
efforts at discussion may prove disastrous. 
It is quite likely that there will be a variation in 
the knowledge of discussion techniques runong members of the 
class, as they have had, to a degree, varying educational 
backgrounds; and most certainly individual differences 
will exist among the class members' abili tie.s to handle 
discussion skills. Yet all will benefit by some 
introductory material - for some in the class it Hill be 
new , fol'"' others, perhaps, review. -Theory pi'esented before 
the discussio~ begins should include: 
1. The problem for discussion should be clearly 
stated. 
2. Provisions should be made for gathering evidence 
relating to the problem. This Ehould include 
reading, interviewing, and reflecting. 
3. A cons ideration should be made of the 
characteristics of effective discussion 
participants (as discussed in Chapter II). 
4. Plans for some criteria for criticism of class 
discussion should be made. 
Before arranging a discussion the teacher should 
consider two physical factors likely to impose on the 
classroom discussion situation. First of all , as 
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secondary school English classes are usually confined to 
approximately forty-five minutes, it is necessary to select 
topics for discussion that are lliaiteq enough in scope to 
be handled adequately in the allotted tliae. Of course it 
would be possible to continue a discussion from one day to 
the next, but as students have a tendency to 11talk out" the 
discussion topic among themselves, it is unlikely that 
interest l-J"ill be aroused on the same topic on the succeeding 
day . It is desirable that students be interested enough i n 
the topic to discuss it outside of class. However, in order 
to reach any conclusions with the entire group by thinking 
through a topic fram beginning to end, it is best to finish 
a discussion with all part icipants present. Certainly this 
is the only way in which students will be made to see 
discussion a s a form of speech in its entirety - as a 
unified Hhole . 
Should students express interest in a topic which is 
too broad in scope to be handled in one class period, it is 
possible th8..t one a spect of the topic v.rould be suitable for 
a discussion . Or perhaps a series of rel ated discussions on 
sub-topics could be arranged. 
It is quite likely that every discussion group will 
run over their time lhait once in a while , but a frequent 
occurrence of this may reveal that students' interest lags 
near the end of the period because the discussion is not 
moving along quickly enough, or that students feel 
discussion a s a speech for.m lacks organization and 
direction. 
A second physical factor of importance to the 
classroom discussion andone Hhich may cause the teacher 
some trouble is the seating arrangement . It has been seen 
that in order to function well, discussion requires 
participants to be seated so that they can see and hear 
e a ch other. In class rooms in which there is movable 
furniture, the teacher should have little tPouble in making 
a suitable seating arrangement for the discussion, using 
perhaps one l i ke those pictured on page thiPteen. Such 
arrangement may involve a few minutes and a little 
confusion, but it may also make the difference betv.reen a 
good and a poor discussion. In a classroo:rn. vrhe re the desks 
~nd chairs are fastened to the floor in rows, the tea cher 
should make every p ossible effort to hold the discussion 
periods in another room more suitable for the purpose . 
~ihen the class has been given some theory as a working 
ba sis for e a rly discussions and the 1 ... oom has been arPanged, 
it i~time to begin an actual discussion. Discussion as a 
' 
general form of speaking, except for the desirable 
Lj.l 
refinements , vdll not be completely nm..r to the students:~ · as 
they have doubtless engaged in conversat ions a nd abuz z 
sessions 11 i..J"hich operate on much the same principle a s 
discussion. For the students 1 first attempts , topics Hith 
Hhich they are personally f amiliar will probabl y be most 
suitable. This Hill rule out the factor of' research uhich, 
though important , can best be handled at a l a ter time Hhen 
the class is able t o handle the di scussion form easily. 
Such topics as 11 Do baby-sitters r eceive a dequa te pay for 
the tvork t hey do? 11 or 11\vhy does the High School 
basketball team lose so many games ? 11 being \vi thin the range 
of the students' ow~ lives affords them an opportunity to 
gi ve cormn.ents and illustrat ions pertaining to the topics 
directly from their own experience. 
Once they begin to participate in discussion the class 
benefits a good deal from a ca refully guided observation of' 
their own f a ilures and successes. This, indeed, in the 
overall picture is ·the most i.rnportant and effective step in 
developing a good discus sion group. 
The teacher 'to-Till f ind it necessary to carry the 
heavier part of the discussion at first, encouraging the 
class to assume a l arger and larger role as time progresses . 
As discussion leader, the teacher plays a particularly 
crucial role during the first attempts at dis cuss ion, 
because much tha t the cla ss is learning about dis cussion 
techniques in the early stages of the program is a result 
of directly f olioHing the l eader 1 s example . 
As a permissive atmosphere is necessary for a learning 
situation in group discussions, the teacher will find it 
harmful continually to correct members of the class when 
they part icipate in the discussion . Such a negative approach 
1.-vill discourage participation and spoil the permissive 
atmosphere which is desirable. The teacher-leader ca n 
promote a positive learning attitude by using correc t , 
accurate language himself, and "tvhen particularly apt or 
a ccurate language is used by one of the class members , a 
reiteration of the same 1.·.JOrd or phras e by the teacher will 
reinforce the language, pointing up the fact that it wa s 
well used . The teacher-leader must handle ideas a s well as 
language in a positive manner. As the class becomes more 
and more skilled in discussion it will t a ke more and more of 
the responsibility of evaluating contributions upon itself, 
but at first the teacher must set the exrunple for tactful 
evaluationv This may be accomplished by an enthusiastic 
acceptance of ideas which are pertinent and v-rell expressed, 
a r a ther passive acc eptance of ideas which are fairly good~ 
a kindly ignoring of ideas which are really 11 off' the track11 , 
and a firm correction of contributions which are obviously 
made rudely or in opposition to the group purposes. The 
class should be encouraged to take over most of the 
responsibility for evaluation as soon as possible, because 
this practice of speech in a continuing atmosphere of 
inspection and criticism coupled with the responsibility of 
criticism is one of the stra i ghtest paths to the 
development of generalized skill in critical thinking. The 
responsibility for evaluation and criticism of the 
contributions of other group members Hill aid students in 
eva luating and criticizing their own contributions before 
they are made . Thus students Hill be led to make more 
pertinent comments . 
The teacher might find i t helpful to the students to 
have copies of Professor Howell's criteria for discussion 
as listed on page sixteen mimeographed for all members of 
the class. With these. mimeographed sheets as a guide, the 
students would know specifically \vhat to be looking for in 
the comments they make . The students may respond more 
sincerely, on the other hand, to a l i st of criteria that 
they develop themselves 'tvi th the a id of their teacher, or a 
revision of Howell's criteria that they make to suit their 
own purposes. 
tlaving chosen criteria by which to judge discussion 
participation, members of the c l ass vrill not be long in 
discovering vJhat t ypes of comments and behavior are 
accepted by the group and vrl~at typ~s are rejected. 
Students H l l r ake ever-y efr~ort to have their part in the 
discussion acceptable to their cla ssmates. If the tea cher-
leader can create a wholesome atmosphere of evaluation 
among the cl~ ss members, they will improve in discussion 
teclmique 1-vi th a minimum of guidance from the leader. The 
tea cher may find it difficult to crea te this atmosphere, 
however, as young p eople may t .end to be reluctant to 
evaluate the 1-vork of their classmates. At first, they will 
probably only praise each other and then, when urged to be 
more p ercep tive, may criticize 1-v i thout be ing constructive . 
In order to create an evaluative atmos phere that is 
Hholesome, the tea cher must stress and restres s t he f a ct 
that the purp ose of the evaluation is to help each 
individual to grow as a pers on and to help the class to 
gr ov.r as a group . Perhaps he can illustrate this point by 
using a ball team for a n exfu~ple, explaining tlmt the 
players must str ive to improve each other as individu a l 
players so that they will be more effective as a team . In 
like manner by criticizing each other carefully and 
s incerely the members of the cla ss will be helping 
themselves to grow as a discussion group. This intra - group 
criticism and evaluation, though difficult to bring about, 
will prove inva luable once it is in effect. 
One very difficult obsta cle for students to overcome 
. 
in discus s ion is the limita tion of the truth-cla i m of their 
o1.m ideas . For insta nce , students are likely to say , tt I 
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know that •••• " or 11 It is obviously true that ...• Tt in su ch a 
dogmatic way a s to antagonize other members of the class. 
It t akes time for them to le ~rn that comments more tactfully 
phrased, such as 11 I thinl{ that •••• 11 or 11 I believe there may 
be sane truth in the fact that .•.• 11 will be much more likely 
to be accepted by other members of the discussion gr oup. It 
is well for the tea cher to suggest that students strive to 
limit the truth-claim of their ideas through choice of 
words, bodily gestures, and tone of voice. Just a s the 
teacher showed acceptance or rejection of the students• 
language a nd idea s in a s positive a manner as po ss ible, the 
students• present"l tion in terms of the truth-claim of the ir 
comments ca n be handled in the same way . 
Another obstacle equally difficult to overcome a s that 
of the truth-claim, is the tendency of students toward 
repetition . Just as they might seem to feel tha t the 
discussion group may be led to accept a comment by 
ad~1antly claiming its truth, they might feel in like manner 
that the group can be made to accept a cow~ent by r epeating 
it; if it is not accepted the first time it is mentioned, 
perhap s it will be the next. 
I n dealing with repetition, the tea cher should point 
out that members who repeat a comment in order to further 
their own idea s are not working for the g eneral adva ncement 
of the group . In their evaluation of others 1 comments 
students should be made av.rare that repetition is a f a ctor. 
Inattentive listening is another cause of repetition . The 
teacher might suggest more careful listening h a bits to 
students who tend to repeat what has already been said in 
the discussion . 
As the teacher sees the cla ss members gaining the 
cha racteristics of good discussion participants , more and 
more freedom may be employed in the selection of topics. 
Di s cussion topi c s requiring outside research introduc e 
the need for students to substa ntiate their comments with 
ma terials they have discovered in their res e a_rch . Having 
looked into the topics on their own and brought their own 
idea s to the group, students Hill begin to realize how 
much constructive thinking they have been accomplishing 
through discussion. · They will see that they have acquired 
a new tool of learning as well as a form of speech. 
Once the class has learned to use the discussion 
method and discovered its usefulness a s a learning tool, 
d i scussions ca n be held concerning specific subject matter 
such as topics dra wn from lj,:terature currently under study 
in the classroom. Through discussion, class members can 
p ool their idea s, facts, and points - of-view to rea ch new 
insights into the books they are reading . 
When the entire class is reading the same book, the 
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common rea ding ba ckground offers a g ood st~ rting pla c e f or 
d i s cus sions. A series of tea cher domi na ted lectur•e- ty-p e 
clas ses or even a ser ies of studen t r e p orts on t he book ma y-
p r oduce apa t hy in t h e cla ssroom, . Hhile a series of 
d i s cu s s ions mi ght \fell stimula te independent thinki ng 
be cause it off ers a ll studen ts a n opp ortunity for da ily 
overt participation . Obviously no one method of t e a ch i ng 
i s sufficient by i tself; some methods a re more suita ble f or 
one occasion, Hhile others a re more suita ble fo r oth e r 
o cca sions. The main p roblem isto choose the right me thod 
for the r i ght occa sion. This p a per mea ns merely t o 
emphasize t hat discussion c a n be us e d suita bly on man y 
occ asions. If the class has just finishe d rea ding The 
Re t urn of the Native, for insta nce, discussions mig h t be 
held on such questions as 11 Does the use of coincidence i n 
the novel make the plot seem artificial? 11 11 \rlhy is the 
h ea t h one of the most important 'characters• in the s tory?" 
11 Hmf would Eustacia Vye get along if she lived i n our toHn? 11 
11 \Vh o wa s the most noble , (hateful, likeable, credible, t r ue-
t o-life, weak, ambitious, disappointed, etc . ) characte r i n 
t h e book? 11 By sha ring each other 1 s viet-vs and insight s i n to 
this book, e a ch student 1 s r eading experience should be 
greatly enr iched. Students will come to realize the 
p os s i b ility of nmnerous interpreta tions of a single p a ssage 
or chara cter a s they see their clasw.1ates bring various 
interpreta tions t o l i ght . 
Discussions may prove worthHhile as well to a class 
rea ding many differen t books in an extens :!_ve r eading 
pr ogram . I:1. such cases di s cussion questions of a much 
broader nature 1--rould be used. If, for example , the class 
member s were all r eading autobiographies and biogra9hies, 
a .discussion question such as 11 \Vhat are the qua lities v-rh i ch 
make men (or v-romen) great ?" mi ght be p osed,. Or the class by 
pooling the inf ormation they ha d ga thered by reading the 
nu.merous books, might discuss such questions as uin ';-J"ha t 
ways is a biogr aphy better than an autobiography? I! or ''In 
what Hays is an· autobiogra phy better than a biogr aphy? 11 
Illustrations of their ideas from the different book s they 
have been re a ding 1-Jill make this t yp e of a discussion 
colorful and interesting. 
The sam.e t h ing may hold true lvhen members of the class 
are reading book s of all t ypes. In such cases even more 
general discussion questions would be sui t able. ,'- ues tions 
of this t ype 11 What are the qualifications that make a book 
suitable for recommendation to other members of the cla ss? i' 
make it possible to discuss many books at once in the 
classroom. Such a discussion might v.rell serve as a 
substitute for a more orthodox series of oral book reports 
given indi vidually by all members of the cla ss. In t he 
discussion situation students Hould be given a chg_nce to 
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s peak a bout pa rticula r books and see them in re l a tion to the 
books being read by their classmates. A book report-
discussion of this n a ture could be planned in a dvance a nd 
made more s pecific by choosing a particular area of reading 
to include the entire class. For instance , it mi ght be 
decided t ha t every one rea d a voca tiona l book, and a 
discussion could be a rra nged concerning careers. The s~me 
thing might be done with c a tegories such as adventure 
stories, historical novels, sports ~ stories, or relig ious 
books. 
Discussion similarly may be used to enrich reading 
exp eriences in drama and short stories. An esp ecially g ood 
time . tb use discussion in connection with the reading of 
literature is while studying poetry . As the classroom study 
of poetry often tends to focus on the details of the poem 
under consideration, it is a good idea to find some way to 
discover the relation of all these deta ils to the whole 
p oetic ·Hork. The cla ssroom discussion by its nature seems 
a very suitable method for bringing out the larg er mea ning 
and signifi cance of the poem seriously studied in detail. 
By directing the question f or discussion toward a problem 
of significance in the poem, the poem's details may be 
brought out and recognized as being illustra tive of this 
major significa nce and thus a pa rt of the poem's overall 
pattern. If, for insta nce, the class has been reading 
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Arnold's "Sohx>ab and Rustum," a discussion might be 
directed to the question "Hov-r does Sohab 1 s ,,.fish fox> Rus tum 
not to take his ovm life convey the meaning of the poem ?i 
A discussion of this nature is worthwhile as it gives all 
members of the class a chance to share their ideas on 
small portions of the poem in order for the class as a 
group to arrive at conclusions concerning the poem's 
entirety. 
The same type of synthesis might be accomplished if a 
class reading "The Ancient Nariner 11 chose to discuss the 
q_uestion 11 ~vhat significance may be l a id to the f a ct that 
the ancient max>iner chose to t ell his tale to one 
particular wedding guest?" 
Given topics which touch their ov-rn personal experience, 
cla ss members Hill be likely to discuss more freely and 
more spontaneously. If a subject should raise some 
controversy during class for instance, a class discussion 
might well be arranged to pursue the topic while it still 
holds personal interest for class members . 
Students might be given a chance as ·Hell to plan their 
own discussion questions based on material being studied 
in class. The teacher, feeling it necessary to handle 
certain subject matter, could still give students the 
oppox>tunity to choose the particular phase of the material 
about vrhich they would be most interested in arrang ing a 
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discussion. For example, the teacher might wish to s pend 
class time on a consideration of characterization in 
Silas Marner. He might allow class members to choose t h e 
characters tney would find most interesting to discu ss. 
Pe r na p s they would rather probe into Godf rey Cass' 
character than that of S i las himself, phrasing their 
question for discussion something like this: nwas Godfrey 
Cass himself or were the conditions of his boyhoo d re sponsi b le 
for his ill-advised actions?" 
Besides being a useful rorm of speech in itsel f , as 
was noted earlier, dis cussion may be used in the Language 
Arts Prog ram as a stepping stone to more formal spe aki ng 
forms. Discussion is often a good way to beg in a pr og ram 
in speaking, because of its similarity to conversation, a 
.form of speech wt1i ch is familiar to every one. Di fi' iden t 
students wno might not otherwise like to speak be.fore the 
entire class, usually can be drawn into discussion where an 
equal g roup feeling prevails. Having spoken to a g roup as 
a d i s cussion participant, it be c omes easier to speak be f ore 
t h e s a rn e group when giving a more .fo1•mal presentation, such 
as a prepared speech~ In this way discussion i s o~ten 
helpi"ul as introductory experience .for public speak ing and 
oral reporting on an i ndividual basis . 
Discussion may also prove hel pful in the writi ng a r ea 
of t ne Language Arts Program. When st u dents are as ke d to 
. Boston Unfvera·r-&.~~' 
~chool of Education 
-Library; 
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write on controversial topics, - these might include 
anything from tvw points-of-vie1v concerning a charncter in 
a novel to the pros and cons of pas sing a nevJ rule by the 
school student council - they are more likely to shov-r energy 
and direction if the clas s has had a chance to hold a 
discussion on the topic or a ph~se of it before a ctually 
begin..ning to write . The introductory discussion helps to 
clarify thinking on the controversy, as students get a 
chance to hear ideas on both sides of the issue, and, 
therefore, their Hritten 1....rork "\vill have more direction and 
purpose. Also, because they have been talking the topic 
over vJi th one another, the students will lL8..Ve the feeling 
t ha t they are writing for an audience and thus operating i n 
a real situation, rather than HPiting in a "dead end 11 
situation. 'l'he students 1 writing should shoH recognition 
that the question has more than one side and tha t each side 
has more than one point-of-vi ew as a result of the 
discussion held beforehand . 
I.f , for example , the class 1r1ere asked to v.rri te on 
whether or not their town - presently engaged in a 
controversy on the subject - should build one 1 rge high 
school or tv.ro smaller ones, most members of the class 
would have an opinion on the matter one way or the other, 
t h is opinion very likely being colored by a persona l 
feeling . A class discussion on the question vJOuld bring 
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these various feelings to light . Perhaps there is a 
football player in the room, and he is strongly in favor of 
one high school because he knov,rs that a stronger football 
team can be built up in a large school. On- the other hand , 
another member may live on the outskirts of t own and resent 
the long time he Hould have to tra vel every day in order to 
reach the one centrally located school. Still another 
student mi ght have close friends from the other side of town 
vrhom he would miss if they 1.vere forced to attend different 
schools. Another student might favor the idea of intra-
town sports made possible by two schools. And another 
might have qualms about the loss of school spirit that 
would come about if there were tv-Jo schools in tm1n. These 
v arious viev,rpoints brought to the attention of the entire 
class by the discussion might otherwise never have occurred 
to individual students , and thus their writing on the 
subject would have been much narrower in scope . Each 
individual class member would very likely have confined his 
writing to the one opinion he expressed during the 
discussion. These students, thoug h they might not have 
actually changed their opinions, would have modified their 
thinking by being made aware of the many point s - of-view 
concerning the question, and thus their writing Hould 
reveal a more intelligent and informed approach to the 
question as a result of the discussion. 
CH.I\. PT EF~ IV 
S UIVINli.HY 
The first pur p ose of this paper, to dis cus s t he 
p lac e of discussion in the secondary school , is carried 
out in the first section of Chap ter T1rw . As may be seen 
in t h is section, discus sion is very important in t he 
secondar y sc hool - in f a ct it is a n integra l part of our 
way of life. Because this is true, discussion is, as it 
s houl d be, a p a rt of our edu c a tiona l program . 
'l'he s e cond purpose of this paper, ·to suggest me t hods 
for using discussion i n the En,:lish La_ngu age Arts Prog r am , 
i s f u lfilled by t he ma jor p ortion of t he paper . The 
factor s which comprise t he basis for discus sion i nside 
or outside of the schoolroom are 1) a n understanding of 
discussion as a fo r m of speech, 2 ) t e chniques of discussion, 
and 3 ) technique s of di scussion leadership . 'l1hese fa c t or s 
are considered i n t he l a st t hree s ections of Chap ter T"t-ro . 
As may be not ed there , the essentials for regarding 
discus sion as a fo r m of s peech a re in simple term s a s 
fol l ov.rs : 
1 ) A group of p e rs ons confronts a problem . 
2 ) The gr oup h as a method of at t a c k . 
3 ) The group purp ose is i nquiry • 
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L~) The group members hs.ve assumed responsibilit ies . 
5) rrhere is interaction among members of the group . 
The fa ctoi' s of discussion listed as important to the 
success of a discussion Here in sirnple terms as follovJS: 
1) Discussion leader 
2) Physical set-up 
3 ) Proposal of a specific problem 
L!_) Preparation 
5) General participa tion 
6) Speaking 
7) Group unity and cooper ation 
rrhe phases important to good discussion leadership 
vJ"ere listed in simple t erms as follov-rs: 
1) Opening the discussion 
2 ) Maintaining a cooperative attitude 
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3 ) Keeping the discussion moving in the rie;ht direction 
4) Helping group members become able dis cussion 
participants 
5) Bringing to light a ll significant p oints 
6 ) Dealing with differences of op inion 
7) Closing the discussion 
Chapter 'rhree _su ggests specific met hods for> using 
discussion in the English Language Arts Progi'am . Its 
main emphasis is on the speal:eing and listening strands , 
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but it is seen as a means to enrich students 1 r e a ding a nd 
HI'i ting as -well . It is hop ed tha t the met hods sugg e sted 
Hill be helpfu l to the teac her in effecting growths in t h e 
a bility to organize thoughts , the ability to expre ss idea s 
clea rly and accurately, and the ability to give only 
pertinent contributions . 
Suggestions for further stu~_y . - - Further study of 
d iscussion through audio-visual aids might be a g ood mea ns 
to enrich and carry on the ma.terial presented in this paper . 
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